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“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.” 
– Pablo Picasso 

You don’t know what you have until it’s gone…I find it so 
interesting that what we cherish most are often the things 
we don’t give much thought to. Everything merges into the 
status quo and we take all for granted…that is, until things 
change. We have been dealt the most abrasive reminder 
of the fact and oh, how the world has changed. We all have 
changed and I have changed.

In this distorted time all of us on our planet have faced 
fear, loss, social and emotional isolation and a realization 
of how little control over our universe we truly have. But, 
we have also discovered how big we really are. We have 
evoked a deeper compassion and connection to family, 
and experienced a profound shift in what really matters 
in our own lives. This emotional wakening to our new 
reality is the birth of a transformation that will recenter our 
perspective going forward.  

We, as a society, have never before had just one 
global enemy. But here we are, a united front against 
a faceless foe that has brought the world to its knees. 
It is never these adverse moments that define us…
we define US in these moments. We are rising up and 
the world is overcoming. Business is carrying on with 
customer distancing, outdoor activities, 
and virtual meetings, entertainment and 
events. Companies are sharing information, 
technologies and discoveries at warp speed. 
Entrepreneurs and American industry have 
repurposed their production capacity to 
meet this fight head on. Individuals, teams 
of people, communities and countries have 
picked up the flag and joined the global 
fight against this tiny, molecular enemy that 
affects us all. We are in this together and 
it is in the state of unity where the human 
sprit has found and will continue to find its 
cardinal calling. Humanity is so much bigger 
than the sum of its parts!

Like all of you in this moment of uncertainty, disruption 
and, in some cases, tragedy, I have reconnected with 
people, places and things that I thought I didn’t have 
time for before. We have planted a garden, added a 
new puppy and baby chicks. We have played more 
games together, set up back yard equestrian events and 
stretched our imaginations more than ever before. I have 
spent cherished time in my studio with my girls. Gratitude 
is my first thought upon waking and the last as I tuck my 
family in at night. 

This moment has reminded me once again that Art 
matters. It matters to us as a society at large. We have 
been drawing and painting for nearly 30,000 years. 
Why? It teaches us to look…to really look and perhaps, 
for the first time, to really see. Art can give us a clear 
understanding of the relationships between history, 
politics, philosophy, science, environment and art. Its not 
about just making pretty pictures…Art is life, revealing the 
true significance of something only when you are some 
distance from it. This moment has also reminded that art 
strips away the noise, to reveal the truth and  unleash 
all ideas that lie within you. Remember that creativity is 
critical thinking. It opens doors to other dimensions and 
defines the identity of a person, a nation or society. Its a 
mirror of our cultural history and  a reflection of who we 
are at any given moment in time – what we value and 
what’s important to us as a society at large.

During this distorted 
time as the world 
is clutched in the 
talons of COVID I 
have submersed 
myself into a creative 
depth like never 
before, painting 
works that have 
been marinating for 
years. I have also 
reconnected to the 
Rocky Mountains 
of my youth, and 
rekindled my 
passion for the old and now the new west. Spellbound 
by the magnificence of the beauty in the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem and the artistic inspiration found in 
sophisticated design emerging in the new  
west architecture. 

While my global travels have been severely limited this 
past year my imagination has been set free. With 4 months 
spent in africa last year I have rewilded my mind, my heart 
and my approach. Last year I completed my 50th year 
of oil painting, poignantly marked by the completion of 
my 1000th painting which was of the story of rise and 
fall of an African Lion on an 8 foot by 8 foot canvas titled 
“Enthronement of King” and I cannot wait to tackle the next 
50 years of ideas with even more passion. 

As we spend more time quarantined in our castles, isolated 
from our family and friends lets remember art is at the very 
center of what makes a society what it is. Art is at the root 
of our humanity reminding us there is so much more good 
than evil. So much more joy than sadness. We will look back 
someday on this challenging moment and be reminded 
how we were solid in our foundation and unbreakable 
in our resolve. We united and became stronger than we 
could ever have imagined. In our moments of despair we 
overcame and found the best of our humanity. That which 
did not kill us made us stronger and we still have more of 
life’s stories to be told…and our best is yet to come!  

– John Banovich C
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About the Artist
JOHN BANOVICH is known internationally for his large, dramatic portrayals 

of iconic wildlife. His life-sized elephant painting “Once Upon A Time” drew 

global attention to ivory poaching and his deep knowledge of wildlife and 

unwavering commitment to conservation continues to raise awareness about 

imperiled species. Under the umbrella of his Banovich Wildscapes Foundation, 

money generated through artwork sales has been channeled back into 

support efforts that promote habitat protection, science-based wildlife 

management and sustainable tourism. 

Banovich’s work is in important museum, corporate and private collections 

and has appeared in numerous prestigious venues including the Hiram 

Blauvelt Art Museum, Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, National Cowboy 

& Western Heritage Museum, National Museum of Wildlife Art, Wildlife 

Experience Art Museum, Salmagundi Club, Museum of the Southwest, Natural 

History Museum, Gilcrease Museum, traveling exhibitions sponsored by the 

Society of Animal Artists, 

Artists for Conservation and 

showcases hosted by Safari 

Club International and Dallas 

Safari Club. 

In the press, Banovich’s work 

has been showcased on 

Forbes, CBS Entertainment 

Tonight, The Outdoor 

Channel, The Great 

American Country Channel, 

Orion Entertainment, PBS, 

Southwest Art Magazine, 

Western Art Collector 

Magazine, Cowboys & Indians 

Magazine, Sporting Classics, 

Western Art & Architecture, 

and most recently NBC has 

written about his dedication 

to his conservation work and 

named him an NBC Cause 

Celebrity.

In 2019 through 2020, the 

Nevada Art Museum and the 

Witte Museum featured Banovich 

in a one-man exhibition titled The 

King of Beasts: A Study of the 

African Lion. As an internationally 

recognized artist who has 

studied lions for decades, and 

the Founder of the Lion P.R.I.D.E. 

Initiative, the body of work 

created for this exhibition serves 

as an homage to these animals 

and explores questions about 

mankind’s deep fear, love, and 

admiration for these creatures. 

The exhibition spans nearly 

twenty-five years of work, and 

assembles Banovich’s body of 

work focused on African Lions for 

the very first time. As the plight 

of the African Lion has been 

prominently featured across 

media platforms recently, the 

cultural significance of Panthera 

leo could not be timelier.
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HERE AT BANOVICH WILDSCAPES TRAVEL, IT’S BEEN 
A TIME FOR DREAMING…” This pause indoors has had 
us travelling through the rich landscape of our memories, 
revisiting all the places that unfolded awe and amazement 
in our hearts and minds. This journey back in time has been 
a remembrance of Africa – the place we return to over and 
again, irresistibly drawn by her primordial allure. 

When you see with the artist’s eye, the innate habit of 
absorbing every fine detail, each shaft of light and dust 
mote, each sleek flank and curl of horn, the glimpse of a 
glint in a predator’s eye… the trove of memories to travel 
through is as rich and varied as the continent it came from. 
This specificity of attention adds texture and dimensions, 
breathes vivid life into these memories… at a time when one 
cannot go out, one goes within, and the gift of Africa has 
made our inner world a magical place to be. It has been a 

time of reflection, and deep appreciation for a lifetime of 
adventure and exploration – and our appetite for this world 
filled with wild places and unfathomable beauty is keener 
now than ever.

The wonder of travel is that it is a gift that lasts a lifetime, 
and long after the journey is over, you have memories 
that require no passport to transport you back. The vivid 
immediacy of sun warming your skin, the whisper of wind in 

JOIN US ON THE JOURNEYS OF AN ARTIST AND DISCOVER YOUR WILD SIDE!

“All our guests have travelled the world but only an African experience stimulates their senses in an endemic way and 
continues to climb higher as each day unfolds.” 

– John Banovich

Banovich WILDSCAPES TRAVEL
A custom travel company focused on community, culture and conservation

By Robyn-Lee Guaui
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the grass, the thrill of your quickening pulse as the golden 
shape of a lion reveals itself in the landscape… it’s all 
there, just below the surface of the mind. 

Spending time steeped in the wilderness cannot but 
change you. You may leave, but you will carry with you a 
new sense of the world, and an 
expanded concept of beauty, 
of immensity, of nature’s power 
to awe and humble with her 
magnificence. It leaves you with 
a place in your heart that your 
mind’s eye will return to, time 
and again. 

Contrast has brought into 
sharp relief the things that our 
souls long for. Confined, we 
crave that feeling you get from 
vast, wide open wilderness 
and the seeming infinity of 
endless plains that give way 
to more endless plains until 
your soul surrenders to its 
own smallness in the face of 
Africa’s unfathomable enormity. 
In seeming chaos, we desire 
the intricate simplicity of 
nature’s perfection, and the 
way everything has its place – 
especially in the most untamed 
wilds. From the comfort of 
home, we dream of the thrill 
of uncharted territory, and the childlike wonder that is 
awakened in discovering places new – and the joy of 
finding one’s own self reflected in them. We pine for the 
bliss of escape – of unplugging, disconnecting, dropping 
off the radar – and connecting instead to something new. 

We’ve had our ear to the ground, listening to the language 
of hoofbeats and insect hums, of thunderstorms and the 
sigh of the breeze in leaves – and we bear good news. 

While we’ve been dreaming, longing, journeying inside 
ourselves – the wild world outside has only been getting 
wilder. Nature has reclaimed her place and has breathed 
into the space we’ve made for her. The wilderness was 
never tamed, but it is even freer now. The spaces we 
know and love have expanded into this room to breathe, 

and we can’t wait 
to return to them 
and pay homage 
to their ever-richer 
magnificence. 

The world is 
tentatively 
reopening. And we 
are so ready to be 
out in the places 
that mean so much 
to us… our home 
away from home. 
Africa beckons. 
And we’re ready 
to take you there. 
Would you care to 
join us? 

Banovich 
Wildscapes Travel 
is a luxury, custom 
travel company 
focused on 
community, culture 
and conservation.

Moving, revealing and inspiring you to seek a deeper 
understanding of the world around us through TRAVEL. 
Creating itineraries at luxury conservation properties that 
will be available exclusively for Banovich  
Wildscapes Travel.

For more information, visit online: 
johnbanovich.com/travel

“Having the opportunity to see the land and wildlife with my family by someone so passionate was a once-
in-a-lifetime experience that I plan on doing every year. I wouldn’t have wanted to be shown Africa by 

anyone besides John.” – Mike Meldman, Founder and Ceo, Discovery Land Company
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Places We Love

ARCHITECTURE IN THE NORTHERN ROCKIES has 
adapted to reflect a growing reverence for the region’s wild 
features, notes artist and conservationist John Banovich, 
who’s worked with many homeowners over the years as 
they commission paintings. There’s a renewed interest in 
complementing the environment and not contradicting it 
when it comes time to build.

For instance, over the last few decades, the 
aesthetic at the Yellowstone Club in Big Sky, 
Montana, has evolved from log homes steeped 
in grandeur to approaching a more-understated 
look. There’s a growing trend towards structures 
that use traditional materials and patinas combined with 
broad planes of glass and sleek, contemporary lines. 
Exterior color palettes blend in with the landscape, ensuring 
that the house fits into its surroundings. There’s also a 
greater concern for environmental design. New homes are 
incorporating energy-efficient technologies, taking care 
when sourcing materials, and having less of an impact on 
the landscape during the building phase. Preserving a 
single tree on-site, for example, can conserve a surprising 
amount of habitat for a number of species. 

And as key as the placement of windows to highlight view 
corridors, artwork is the finishing touch for defining a 
structure’s character. Artistic expressions are also reflecting 
people’s communion with the landscape here. 

In the Warren Miller Lodge at the Yellowstone Club, for 
instance, Banovich’s painting “Cold Air, Deep Powder” 
reflects the experiences families have while spending time 
there together. The artist chose to depict bison at different 
points in their life cycle to reference the generations of 
family members that gather at the club. And the bison are 
charging through the snow, exactly as skiers do when they 
cut through fresh powder in the winter. The commission was 
20 feet long, and the life-sized bison run over the top of the 
bar and into the main floor of the Warren Miller Lodge. The 
painting imparts an emotion and feeling within the space, 
changing one’s experience as soon as they enter the room.

 “As a longtime fan and friend of John Banovich, it was a 
thrill walking into the [Warren Miller Lodge] to see after all 
these years there was finally balance and perfection,” says 

Big Sky Montana 
By Christine Rogel, Editor in Chief, Western Art & Architecture
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Mary Hart, host of Entertainment Tonight and a Yellowstone 
Club member. “The painting sets the tone for the whole 
club perfectly; better than we could even have imagined. It 
brought tears to my eyes.” 

Another one of Banovich’s commissions, “My Eyes Have 
Seen the Glory,” in the club’s dining room, depicts Lower 
Yellowstone Falls in the nation’s first national park. It’s a 
subject the artist says he resisted painting for years.

“I did not want to do something Thomas Moran and every 
person after had done. On a sunny day, there are three or 
four artists painting there,” Banovich says. “But yet, there’s a 
reason for it.”

He approached the painting’s composition from the 
perspective of a raven flying overhead, adding two birds 

in the distance. It’s rare for the artist whose primary focus 
is wildlife to paint an impasto landscape, and the resulting 
canvas is special to the artist for this fact and its setting. 

Born in Butte and a current Montana resident, Banovich 
draws on his personal experiences in this landscape to 
inform his artwork. It’s this genuine connection that helps 
him express an authentic perspective of these wild places 
and animals. 

“This region offers the last experience in the Lower 48 to 
engage with megafauna — those big things, with big teeth 
— still roaming free in an unfenced landscape. That doesn’t 
exist outside of the Yellowstone and Glacier ecosystems,” 
Banovich says. “It’s the last visages of that habitat; the last 
remnants of the Pleistocene era are still taking place. And 
there’s something to be said for that. 

“You can golf or ski in many other places, hike and hunt in 
many other places, but you can’t hear the howl of a wild wolf 
or see the sights of a grizzly and her cub or bison and elk 
roaming unencumbered in these untouched landscapes,” he 
adds. “You can’t do that anywhere else.”

When one looks closely at the art and architecture of a 
region, they find the stories that make the place unique 
hidden behind brushstrokes and building materials. These 
stories express a geography, culture, ecology, and history 
that’s unique to this part of the world. They express the 
passion that many have for the rare wilderness that still 
exists in the Rocky Mountain West. 

www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160

“As a longtime fan 
and friend of John 
Banovich, it was a 

thrill walking into the 
[Warren Miller Lodge] 

to see after all these 
years there was finally 
balance and perfection. 
The painting sets the 

tone for the whole club 
perfectly; better than 
we could even have 

imagined.  It brought 
tears to my eyes.”  

– Mary Hart, Host 
of Entertainment 

Tonight/
Yellowstone Club 

Member



STANDING ON THE SUMMIT OF 11,167 FEET LONE MOUNTAIN in Montana’s Madison Range, one is 
presented with a striking 360-degree panorama. Sprawled, in every compass direction, is one of the 
nation’s most pristine and intact natural systems. A wellspring for the Northern Rockies… the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem. 

In the early 1960s, nationally acclaimed wildlife biologists and grizzly bear experts John and Frank 
Craighead were instrumental in inventing and using radio collars to track every aspect of the wild animals 
they studied in the 2.4 million acres of Yellowstone National Park. Telemetry data showed that bears don’t 
recognize the Park’s boundaries, and the brothers felt at least six-million acres of connectivity beyond the 
Park’s perimeter was necessary for the bruins to survive and thrive.

The Craigheads’ notion of a Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem took hold and is now considered an 
intrinsic link and part of the work-in-progress, 5,000-mile-long wildlife corridor called Yellowstone to the 
Yukon, or Y2Y. Today, the Greater Yellowstone is a 20-million-acre piece of America encompassing two 
national parks - Yellowstone and Grand Teton, ten million acres of seven national forests, three wildlife 
refuges, seemingly countless acres of BLM and state lands, private landholdings, and numerous small 
communities. Three states - Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho - claim segments of this epic geography. 

Places We Love

← John Banovich, Misty Encounter, oil on belgian linen, 48h x 62w in, Permanent Collection: National Museum of Wildlife Art

The Greater Yellowstone Natural System
The view from Pioneer Moutanin by Rick & Susie Graetz  

– Univeristy of Montana Office of Research & Creative Scholarships
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John Banovich, Grizzly Encounter, 2002, oil on belgian linen, 72h x 52w in, Private Collection →

Sitting back and soaking it all in from your lofty perch, the 
moment might be heightened by a bald eagle soaring to 
elevation on rising air currents or an elusive, furry pica 
scolding you from his rocky den. Ridge after ridge of 
mountains, flat buttes, deep river canyons, broad- valleys 
scattered with sagebrush, old-growth forests, visual remnants 
of forest fires, glacially carved formations, and volcanic 
features are all part of this spectacular realm around you.

Commence your geographic tour of the vista view by facing 
and looking far to the south. Here sits the northwestern 
range of the world’s first national park—Yellowstone, 
established in 1872. Bears, wolves, elk, and other big 
game animals use Fawn and Bighorn passes to cross from 
Yellowstone’s eastern reaches into the expansive meadows 
of this, the headwaters of the Gallatin River. No roads 
penetrate this premier area for wildlife sightings; foot and 
horseback travel only allows for peace and solitude. 

Closer within sight are Pioneer’s companion peaks, 
more than 40 summits exceed 10,000 feet. Seeming an 
arms-length away, Cedar Mountain immediately grabs 
your attention with its bulk and 10,766-foot height. This 
southwest Montana range’s unique geologic feature is 
that it consists of all three rock classifications – igneous, 
sedimentary and metamorphic. Spread throughout and 
named after one of Montana’s great US Senators, are three 
units of the 259,000-acre Lee Metcalf Wilderness. Known 
for its numerous lake basins and above timberline terrain, it 
is the crown jewel of these mountains. 

Before the wolf reintroduction to Yellowstone in 1995, elk 
in the Park’s northwest corner spent their summers in its 
meadows and high ridges and in winter moved farther 
north in the Gallatin Range. Today, wolves have expanded 
their territory, forcing elk to disperse across a much more 
extensive range. To be sure, these large ungulates still roam 

Yellowstone’s northwest bounds, including the entire length 
of the Gallatin peaks. With the onset of snow though, many 
now migrate through the canyons and passes of the Madison 
Range to its lower, grassy, open, west-facing slopes, where it 
is estimated that approximately 3,000 head winter. 

At the base of these slopes, one of Montana’s premier 
fisheries, the Madison River, ferries water through its 
namesake valley, a broad, sagebrush basin, dotted with big 
ranches, grazing cattle, and open space that exhibits an 
aura of the old west. 

Beyond the Madison Valley, farther to the southwest lay the 
highly mineralized mountains that led to the establishment 

PLACES WE LOVE – THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE NATURAL SYSTEM  7www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160



of gold camps, including Bannack, the state’s first territorial 
capital, a designation it received in the spring of 1864.

On your northern horizon, the Spanish Peaks Range, a 
massif of ancient metamorphic gneiss, is as rugged as 
mountains can get; sharp, jagged spires such as 11,014-foot 
Gallatin Peak penetrate thin air. Seventy lakes scatter across 
this glacial landscape that also includes a unit of the Lee 
Metcalf Wilderness. 

Looking toward the sunrise, the densely timbered Gallatin 
Range is considered some of the nation’s most exceptional 
elk habitat and boasts of ten mountains surpassing 10,000 
feet. Its higher southern reaches hold 2,000 vertical feet 
of fossilized timber - the Gallatin Petrified Forest. And in 
some spots, sheer limestone cliffs contain fossils from 
invertebrates who lived in a warm-water inland sea that 
once covered the area.

In the heart of the range, a hydrological demarcation, the 
Yellowstone-Gallatin Divide, gives order to every drop of 

water pouring off 
of it. The west 
slope feeds the 
Gallatin River 
that eventually, 
with the Madison 
and Jefferson 
rivers joining 
in, forms the 
historic Missouri, 
once considered 
the “lifeline 
of Montana.” 
The east flank 
contributes to a 
fly-fisherman’s 

dream destination… the Yellowstone River, which meanders 
through the middle of the aptly named Paradise Valley.

8  LIMITED EDITIONS – NEW RELEASES

COLD AIR, DEEP POWDER, oil on belgian linen, 72h x 168w in, Private Commission for Yellowstone Club, Montana

“I wanted the painting to show the familial aspect of the Yellowstone Club with bison 
in all stages of life,” said John Banovich. “And of course you have the snow, which is an 
integral part of the club and animals native to this region, plowing their way through 

amazing powder. In my work as a conservationist I have found so many situations 
where wildlife is beleaguered by humans but this shows a native animal in a natural 

setting unfettered by humans and civilization.  One hundred years from now I hope we 
are blessed to live in a world where this iconic beast roams free.”  

– John Banovich

8  PLACES WE LOVE – THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE NATURAL SYSTEM



People can and do reside in intact environments that allow 
biological diversity to thrive. As long as the human imprint 
respects and lives in harmony with their physical space, the 
natural world can still function. 

And though some of the lands immediately below your 
viewing platform aren’t exactly pristine, the various 
developments are not a disruption to the ecosystem. With 
its immense, rolling golf courses, thousands of acres of ski 
runs, and a massive gathering of forested areas, this island 

of buildouts absorbs heat and carbon dioxide, aiding in 
locally mitigating an altering climate. Wide-open spaces 
between human habitat allow wildlife to move freely, and a 
series of conservation easements shows a commitment to 
preserving undeveloped terrain.

These pieces of the geographic 
mosaic of the northwest region 
of the Greater Yellowstone 
come together well. Nature 
can’t work without connection; 
the web of life depends on a 
continuous flow of interaction 
between landscape, climate, 
flora, and fauna in which to 
renew itself. What is within your 
eyeshot from the top of this 
mountain is the solution for a 
healthy natural system…large 
landscape conservation.

John Banovich, Alpha, 2010, oil on belgian linen, 44.38h x 48.13w in,  Private Collection | John Banoivch, Grizzly Encounter II, 2015, 15h x 26w in, Private Collection

PLACES WE LOVE – THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE NATURAL SYSTEM  9www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160



Limited Editions – New Releases

10  LIMITED EDITIONS – NEW RELEASES A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org
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 NEW | MOOSE COUNTRY: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 24" x 36": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $725 • Artist Proof: $870 • Frame (AF6) 30" x 42": $850

▶ NEW | SILENT STALK: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 16" x 20":  75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $525 • Artist Proof: $630 • Frame (AF6) 22" x 26": $560

◀ NEW | MISTY ENCOUNTER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 30" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (BF) 38" x 48": $1,000
Studio Edition - 46" x 62": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000 • Frame (BF) 54" x 70": $1,300



One Artist, One Canvas, One Inspirational Story.
Eleven images reveal the milestone moments in one lion’s life as he rises to become King  

and then falls to his final breath. It is a story of a life well lived.

ENTHRONEMENT OF THE KING – by John Banovich
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1 Upon birth, every lion cub is gifted with the potential for a rich 
and full life and a chance to become king. In order to survive he 
must overcome many obstacles and learn from his mother how to 
survive in the animal kingdom.

2 Childhood is all about fun. Everything is a game and playtime is 
each day’s top priority. Games sharpen his abilities and teach him 
the skills he will rely on one day.

3 He has become sexually mature and his father aggressively 
tells him “it’s time go; run away and never return”. Alone and 
leaving behind all he has known he enters a world filled with new 
dangers around every corner, but one day everything the light 
touches will become his kingdom.

4 Now he must be brave. Out of his banishment he will rise to 
greet the dawn of a new era, becoming a tender killer existing in a 
beautiful but brutal land. He will face hostile enemies alone and his 
most dangerous encounters will always be with man.

5 He is now grown and battle hardened. He has found another 
male to join forces with and as a coalition they possess the 
strength, speed and refined skills to take not only the largest 
of prey, but to claim their own territory. He is mature enough to 
understand his fears and to overcome them. He believes in himself 
and there will come a day soon when others will too.

6 Now in his prime, he has beat the odds. Over the years he has 
not fallen to disease, poison or predation by a hyena. He has not 
been bitten by a snake, wounded, trampled by a buffalo, killed by 
a sibling, outside male or his own father. Not speared by a Masai 
or shot by a hunter. He has arrived at this moment, his moment, 
a glorious and celebrated moment and through his own grit and 
determination he has realized his ordained destiny to become  
a “King.”

7 He has now taken fancy to a beautiful lioness who has 
welcomed his advances, will bear his children and become part of 
his pride. For several days these two will be together sowing the 
seeds of a pride of their own.

8 He now has a territory and pride to call his own where all of his 
needs are met and everything he sees has become his. These are 
his days of “Camelot.”

9 A king’s time as ruler rises and falls like the sun and the  
sun has set on his time. Three strong outside invaders arrive,  
more powerful and more driven to overthrow his reign and claim 
his kingdom.

10 Again a nomad he is forced to live in the “marginal areas” as 
he no longer has a kingdom of his own. Life on the edge is hard 
and leads to a serious decline in strength and condition. Prey that 
he once had dominion over, he now must walk humbly past and 
settle for smaller scraps.

11 He has triumphantly reached the end of his journey and as 
he takes his last breath we celebrate the fact that he has lived 
a rich and full life. His legendary character and spirit will live on 
in the many generations of his children. As he slips away he will 
eventually become one with the earth and like all of us, become 
part of the great circle of life. “Long Live the King”.
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 NEW | ENTHRONEMENT OF THE KING  
ZawadI Conservation Edition
King of Beasts (Center Lion) 27" x 16" (Framed 28" x 19")
Life Stages of a King 12" x 16" (Framed 14" x 18")
75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Conservation Set (Unframed): $1,700
• Artist Proof - Sold only as a set: $2,040
• Artist Proof (Framed) - Sold only as a set: $4,970
• Conservation Set (Framed): $2,925)

Gallery Edition
King of Beasts (Center Lion) 43.5" x 27" (Framed 45.5" x 29")
Life Stages of a King 20" x 27" (Framed 22" x 29")
75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition Set: $4,500 
• Limited Edition Artist Proof Set: $6,100
• Limited Edition Edition Set (Framed): $6,805

(SET Framed and Installed as shown: overall dimensions  
92.5"h x 90"w)

“I have always said the day I leave this earth, there will 
be a lion on my easel, and Enthronement of a King is a 
painting that I thought might be my last. It tested me in 
every way—physically, emotionally and creatively. It is 
a work I had wanted to do for nearly 15 years. Watching 
wild lions over the last several decades has stirred within 

me an overwhelming fascination and wonder.

How can we be living in this modern world and still share 
it with giant, free-roaming cats? They are magnificent in 
every way, and there is no doubt I was put on this earth to 

tell their story—the raw, truthful and unfiltered side.

The power of lions forever draws me near. They are 
neither cruel nor compassionate, express neither joy or 
sorrow. Lions know who and what they are and never 
apologize for it. Lions simply are the King of Beasts.” 

– John Banovich
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There is an old African proverb that says “An elephant never tires of carrying its tusks.” I say, the author must never have 
met the elephant tasked with carrying the world record tusk which weighed over 120 kilograms. Man has had a fascination 
this “White Gold” for centuries. Used in everything from billiard balls, piano keys and other expressions of exotic wealth, the 
legal sale of ivory was banned worldwide at the 1990 CITES meeting. Unfortunately the ban made illegal ivory that much 
more expensive, hitting its peak in 2014 selling at $2100 per kilogram, and that much more exploited. Today we are losing 
approximately one elephant every 15 minutes and according to the Great Elephant Census, the population numbers at only 
352,000 elephants, pushing the worlds largest land mammal to the brink of extinction in many ecosystems. 

 NEW | WE THREE KINGS II: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 25" x 38": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AB6) 41" x 53.5": $1,200 • Frame (NC3) 31.25" x 44.25": $960
Studio Edition - 42" x 63": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200 • Frame (AB6) 56.5" x 77.5": $2,200 • Frame (NC3) 48.25" x 69.25": $1,530
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 NEW | FRESH WATER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 16" x 12": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275
• Artist Proof: $330
• Frame (BF) 24.5" x 20.5": $520

▶ NEW | THE POD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 30" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,500
• Artist Proof: $1,800
• Frame (BF) 36.25" x 46.25" - $1,100

◀ LEATHER PILLOW: Fresh Water: $350 
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 NEW | JOINING THE MIGRATION: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 20" x 30": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975
• Artist Proof: $1,170
• Frame (AF3) 26" x 36": $1,170

▶ LEATHER PILLOW: Joining the Migration: $350 
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 NEW | MAKING ROOM FOR HEAVY DRINKERS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 16" x 22": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $575 • Artist Proof: $690 • Frame (BF) 24” x 30”: $565

▶ NEW | FRIENDS OF THE MIGRATION: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 14": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (BF) 17" x 20": $320

▶ NEW | A PILE OF CRAP: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 10" x 10": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (BF) 18.5" x 18.5": $305
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Limited Editions – NORTH AMERICA
“Depending on prey densities, 

wolf packs patrol territories 
from 50 to 100 square miles. 
Usually the pack hierarchy 

starts with the alpha wolf of 
each sex. Beta is the next in 
a line that continues to the 
bottom...omega wolf. When 

wolves meet, they change 
their postures to ref lect their 
standing in the pack. Most 
dominant wolves stand tall, 

with tails up and ears forward, 
staring directly at lower 

ranking members. Submissive 
wolves crouch, tuck their tails, 
fold their ears, back down and 
often curl their upper lips to 
bare their teeth. This signals 
that they are frightened and 
defensive, but also warns...If 

you keep pushing, I will fight!” 
– John Banovich
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 ALPHA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 28" x 30": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $725 • Artist Proof: $870 • Frame (BF) 35" x 37": $680

 SILENT THUNDER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 25" x 40": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,650 • Artist Proof: $1,980  
• Frame (BF): 34" x 49" - $850

 LEATHER PILLOW:  
Alpha: $350 

 MARBLE COASTERS:  
Wolves Collection: $90 
Set of 4 | In Box with Stand
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 BUFFALO RUN: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 32" x 40": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500  • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AF6) 38" x 46": $890

 GRIZZLY ENCOUNTER II: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 21" x 40": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,200 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (BF) 29" x 48": $675

“On a recent trip to northern British Columbia Canada, near the border of the Yukon, a close friend had a successful morning hunting moose.  
We had seen sign of bear on this trip but fortunately they kept their distance that morning. I often visualized what it might look like if the only winner  

here had been the grizzly. In any grizzly encounter the terms are always dictated by the Bear!” 
– John Banovich



CHANGE THESE FRAMES OUT TO BF 5 WITH NOTCHES

A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org26  LIMITED EDITIONS

 ECHOES OF YELLOWSTONE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 30" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170  
• Frame (NC3) - 36.25" x 46.25": $1,200
Studio Edition - 46" x 62": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000
• Frame (NC3) -  52.25" x 68.25": $1,800

 GRIZZLY ENCOUNTER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 40" x 29": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170  
• Frame (NC3) 45.25" x 36.25": $1,200
Studio Edition - 62" x 45": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
• Frame (NC3) 67.25 x 52.25": $1,800

 BULL OF THE WOODS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 28" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170
• Frame (NC3) - 34.25" x 46.25": $1,200
Studio Edition - 46" x 66": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000
• Frame (NC3) - 52.25" x 72.25": $1,800

 LEATHER PILLOW: Grizzly Encounter: $350
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“I have had the good fortune 
of seeing many grizzlies in the 

wild (one was from a precarious 
distance of three feet!) They 

are by far our greatest symbol 
of wild, unspoiled wilderness. 

Having been eliminated 
from most of their habitat 
in the continental US (and 

now protected) they can 
still be found in and around 

Yellowstone and Glacier 
National Parks. The idea for “A 
Grizzly Encounter” came from 
hiking in grizzly country and 
always keeping a keen eye on 

the lookout!” 
– John Banovich
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“A studio is a place  
where you’re going to do 
your most intimate things,. 
It’s a womb where creativity 
is nurtured and ideas are 
conceived, born, given life. 

The more you can be yourself 
in that place, or find your true 
self, the deeper it’s going to 
translate into your work.”

– John Banovich

 JUST ONE THING ON HIS MIND: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 18" x 32": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975
• Artist Proof: $1,170
• Frame (AF7) 25.5" x 39.5": $935  

 LEATHER PILLOW: Silent Thunder: $350 

 MARBLE COASTERS: Elk Collection: $90 
Set of 4 | In Box with Stand
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GOING FOR THE GOLD
Gallery Edition - 36" x 24":  
175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $725
• Artist Proof: $870
• Frame AW - 42" x 30": $1,350

A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org30  LIMITED EDITIONS

 GOING FOR THE GOLD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 36" x 24": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $725 • Artist Proof: $870 • Frame (AF6) 42" x 30": $830

 IN THE SOYBEANS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 8" x 10": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (AF6) 14.5” x 16.5”: $315

 INTO THE DRIFT: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 26" x 41": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AF19) 38.5" x 48.75": $1,400
Studio Edition - 41" x 65": 35 s/n plus 4 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200 • Frame (AF19) 52" x 76": $2,500

“On a brilliant September morning in Colorado, I watched as a herd of mule 
deer ascended a steep hillside with relative ease.  As they zigzagged back and 
forth, I began a feeble attempt to follow their path. At the top of the hill was 
a spring lined with aspen trees displaying their brilliant fall colors. The herd 
reached the top and disappeared with the buck who had strategically placed 

himself in the middle of the herd.”  
– John Banovich
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 MASTER OF THE HERD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 11" x 30": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Canvas: $525 • Artist Proof: $630 • Frame (AF7) 18.5" x 37.5": $680

 THE LEGEND: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 16" x 22": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Canvas: $575 • Artist Proof: $690 • Frame (AF6) 20" x 26": $620

 LEATHER PILLOW: Master of the Herd: $350 

"During the breeding season, the dominant bull or ‘Master of The Herd,’ actively 
maintains his harem of mature cows from the advances of opportunistic rival bulls. 

His large stature and relentless instincts to protect ensure the strength of his lineage for 
many bountiful years to come. This is the latest painting in my bison in the snow series 

and it unveils what it would feel like to standoff against the ‘Master of The Herd.’”  
– John Banovich
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 ECHOES IN GOLD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 20" x 36": 103 Artist Proofs  • Artist Proof: $875 • Frame (AF6) 26" x 42": $850
1,100 s/n giclée canvases were published and exclusively distributed by NRA.
Friends of the NRA Artist of the Year – NRA Exclusive Edition

 WHITETAIL AUTUMN: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition- 11" x 8": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (AF9) 19" x 16": $250

 SIGNS OF A WORTHY COMPETITOR: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 25" x 35": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Canvas: $1500 • Artist Proof: $1800 • Frame (AF6) 31" x 41": $850
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 MIDNIGHT STALKER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 16" x 24": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $575 • Artist Proof: $690
• Frame (AF23) 23" x 31": $395

 SHELTER FROM THE STORM: 
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 14": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270
• Frame (BF) 17" x 20": $320

 SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER US:  
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 36" x 36": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $895 • Artist proof: $1,074
• Frame (NC3) 42.25" x 42.25": $1,170

“Known to be very good mothers, female polar bears typically produce two to three cubs, but rarely does more than one survive their first year. This mother has been lucky 
enough to rear three into their second year and by now has taught them most things they will need to know to survive in such an extreme environment. Her vigilance knows no 

limits when protecting her young and she can even drive away a large male that outweighs her by nearly a third.” – John Banovich
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 NORTH COUNTRY: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas 
Gallery Edition - 25" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $1,350 • Artist Proof: $1,620 • Frame (AF6) 31" x 46": $850

 SIXTY MILES PER HOUR: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas 
Gallery Edition - 11" x 30": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $525 • Artist Proof: $630 • Frame (BF) 18.25" x 37.25": $550

 CAUTION IN THE WIND: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas 
Gallery Edition - 9" x 22": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $350 • Artist Proof: $420 • Frame (BF) 17" x 30": $405

“‘Sixty Miles per Hour’demonstrates the powerful speed and endurance of the North American pronghorn. 
Exceptionally fast, this Great Plains ungulate runs at speeds up to 60 mph, second only to the cheetah. 

Even more impressive is that it can actually maintain a high speed longer than any other, making it a true marathon runner, and has the longest 
land migration in the continental United States. The sole survivor of the ancient Antilocapridae family, dating back 20 million years, the 

pronghorn is 30 mph faster than its closest competitor alluding to an extinct cheetah-like predator which would have hunted it on the plains. I 
wanted to capture the greatness of a massive pronghorn herd in full f light through a unique, contemporary composition that magnifies the power 

and ambiguity of this incredible animal.”  – John Banovich
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 MONTANA GOLD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 24" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs 
• Canvas: $1,350 • Artist Proof: $1,620 • Frame (BF): 32" x 48": $990

 QUAIL HUNTER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 14" x 17": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $325 • Artist Proof: $390 • Frame (BF) 16" x 19": $340

 QUAIL HUNTER II: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 20" x 20": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $575 • Artist Proof: $690 • Frame (BF) 22” x 22”: $525

 LADIES FIRST: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 9" x 12": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (AF9) 14" x 17": $275



Have you been dreaming of Africa?
           We cer tainly have.....

Limited Editions – AFRICA

42  LIMITED EDITIONS

“Africa moved me beyond words.  
I wanted to soak it up – every last drop. 
Its enormous diversity, extreme beasts  

and ancient rhythms ignited a fire in my soul  
and I knew I would never be the same.”  

– John Banovich
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 LION SCENT: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition 13" x 22": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $625 • Artist Proof: $750 • Frame (AB3) 22" x 31": $585
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SOLD OUT | GALLERY EDITION:  
14" x 11" hardcover book with full-color dust jacket 
featuring “Black Thunder”. 

Winner of the  
2010 National Indie  

“Coffee Table” Book Awards

BEAST 
THE COLLECTED WORKS OF JOHN BANOVICH
Sold out at the publisher level, John Banovich’s “BEAST” has proven to be a must-have for anyone who 
is a collector of Banovich’s work or has an interest in animals, conservation or big-game hunting. The 
elegantly designed book features 112 painting reproductions, 43 sketches and 73 telling photographs, all 
relaying the story of John Banovich, his commitment to conservation and his phenomenal body of work. 
Released in 2009, this accomplished best seller not only received the esteemed National Indie “Coffee 
Table” Excellence Book Award for its outstanding presentation, but made it to the Barnes & Noble best 
sellers list in 2010. 

BESTSELLER LIST

KING OF BEASTS 
A STUDY OF THE AFRICAN LION 
BY JOHN BANOVICH
Following best seller and award-winning book “BEAST: THE 
COLLECTED WORKS OF JOHN BANOVICH” we are pleased to 
announce the pre-release of “KING OF BEASTS: A STUDY OF 
THE AFRICAN LION by John Banovich”. Featuring 208 large 
format pages, “King of Beasts” illustrates the dramatic artwork of 
John Banovich, all focused on depicting the extraordinary African 
Lion. An internationally recognized artist who has studied lions for 
decades, Banovich has selected a body of work that pays homage 
and explores questions about mankind’s deep fear, love, and 
admiration for these creatures.

Please contact us via email at banovich@johnbanovich.com

GALLERY EDITION: $60 
12" X 11" Signed, Hardcover with full-color dust jacket,  
featuring image of “In Their Prime II”.

DELUXE, LEATHER BOUND EDITION: $90 
12" X 11" Signed and Numbered of 400
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IN THEIR PRIME II: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 15" x 20": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $525
• Artist Proof: $630
• Frame (BF) - 17" x 22": $245 (shown)
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 AD INFINITUM: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 20" x 30": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (AF3) 27” x 37”: $1,250 

 NYATI IN THE SWEET GRASS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 12" x 15": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (BF) 19" x 22": $350

 WHERE BUFFALO ROAM: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 28" x 44": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 
• Frame (AF7) 36” x 52”: $1,200 
Studio Edition - 40" x 62": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200
• Frame (AF7) 48” x 70”: $1,500
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“I have always admired the sepia photographs of Native Americans by Edward S. 
Curtis and have long been inspired to capture that simplistic but powerful depiction 

of a subject. When the Duncan family asked me to create something powerful for 
their newly finished ranch near Houston Texas I was excited to explore some of the 
ideas I had been carrying for some time. The subject was to be the big five but when 
I viewed the contemporary line of the great room and dining area I knew that a close 

cropped, intimate view of a Lion, Leopard, Rhino, Elephant and Cape Buffalo done in 
sepia would create a contemporary depiction of the subjects and a perfect fit. Strong, 

Dramatic and Compelling. Once installed they fit the space even better than I had 
hoped. A perfect marriage between art and space.” 

– John Banovich

STUDIO EDITION
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THE BIG FIVE: Buy Individually Or Save On A Price For Complete Matched, Numbered Set 
ZAWADI CONSERVATION EDITION
Elephant 26" x 17" (Framed 28" x 19") • Lion, Leopard, Cape, Rhino 11" x 16" (Framed 13" x 18"): 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition - Elephant: $575 • Lion, Leopard, Cape, Rhino: $350
• The Big Five Collection - Conservation Set (Unframed): $1,700 • Artist Proof - Sold only as a set: $2,040

GALLERY EDITION
Elephant 43" x 28" (Framed 45" x 30") • Lion, Leopard, Cape, Rhino 19" x 29" (Framed 21" x 31"): 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition - Elephant: $1,200  • Lion, Leopard, Cape, Rhino: $975
• The Big Five Collection - Gallery Set: $4,500  • The Big Five Collection - Gallery Artist Proof Set: $6,100

STUDIO EDITION
• Elephant 67" x 44" (Framed 69" x 46") • Lion, Leopard, Cape, Rhino 31" x 47 (Framed 33" x 49"): 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition - Elephant: $3,500 • Lion, Leopard, Cape, Rhino: $1,500
• Artist Proof - Elephant: $4,200 • Lion, Leopard, Cape, Rhino: $1,800
• The Big Five Collection - Studio Set: $8,500 • The Big Five Collection - Studio Artist Proof Set: $11,400

GALLERY EDITION ZAWADI CONSERVATION EDITION
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“My raison d’être often finds me capturing the wild and raw sides of nature, where just surviving the night is a landmark event. The tallest 
animal to walk the planet today is an old bull giraffe. Often standing 19 feet tall and weighing in at over 3,000 pounds, these colossal giants have 
few enemies - unless they reside in one of the very few areas in Africa where lions specialize in giraffe hunting. Spectacularly powerful, a giraffe 

can deliver a kick that will kill a lion outright. The lion’s undertaking of such a formidable and large prey is one of great risk requiring finely 
honed skills, a great degree of patience and bit of luck.” – John Banovich

 IT’S THE NATURE OF THE BEASTS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 26" x 45": 20 s/n plus 2 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,800 • Artist Proof: $2,160 • Frame (AB3) 33.5" x 52.5": $1,330
Studio Edition: 50" x 86": 20 s/n plus 2 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200 • Frame (AB3) 57.5" x 93.5": $2,200

 MWISHO WA SIKU KAMILIFU: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 34" x 40": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame 45.5" x 51.5": $1,700
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update my file

“When a male lion explodes from the bush in a fiery rage straight at you, every cell in 
your body seems to shudder in fear. I witnessed this adrenaline rush in Botswana as a 

large male was not pleased with my interest in watching his courtship ritual. After five 
fierce charges with the beast halting just five feet from my vehicle door, I finally got the 

hint that if I continued to stay it would not turn out well.” 

– John Banovich
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 INSIDE THE RED ZONE:  
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas

Gallery Edition - 33" x 42": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,250 

• Artist Proof: $1,500 
• Frame (BF) 41" x 50": $930

 HUNTER BY THE MOON: 
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas

Zawadi Edition - 15" x 9":
350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs

• Limited Edition: $225
• Artist Proof: $270

• Frame (AF18) 19.25" x 16.25": $240

 RED DAWN:  
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas

Gallery Edition- 37" x 34": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proof
• Limited Edition: $1,500

• Artist Proof: $1,800
• Frame (BF) 45" x 42": $1,040

Studio Edition- 60" x 55": 35 s/n plus 4 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $3,500

• Artist Proof: $4,200
• Frame (BF) 72" x 67": $1,325

 LEATHER PILLOW: Inside The Red Zone: $350 
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 PEACEABLE KINGDOM: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 26" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (BF) 35" x 49": $900

“East Africa possesses one of the last great wildlife concentrations on earth. In the Serengeti region, over one million wild beasts migrate from the south, north to the 
Masai Mara in Kenya, and back again in pursuit of rich nutritious grass following the rains. Predators, including lions, benefit as well during this time as prey numbers 
regionally increase ten-fold. The wildebeest can tell if the lions are in hunting mode or not and behave accordingly, often coming very close to investigate. When the sun 

finally sets, the lions become active again in pursuit of the great herds under the cloak of darkness.” 

– John Banovich

 OUTNUMBERED: Limited Edition Giclée Textured Canvas
20% of proceeds supports the Lion P.R.I.D.E. Initiative
Gallery Edition - 15" x 22": 25 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1050 • Artist Proof: $1,260 • Frame (AF3) 20.5" x 27.5": $650

 THE VISIT: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 10" x 14": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (BF) 15.75" x 19.75": $235
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 NIGHT FIRE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 25" x 30": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Canvas: $725 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (AF24) 31.25" x 36.25": $595

 HEADDRESS: LIMITED EDITION GICLÉE CANVAS
Gallery Edition - 25" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (AF7) 32" x 47": $1,150

“Cape Buffalo love to wallow and through this activity adorn themselves with clumps 
of grass and mud. This old bull reminded me of an old Indian chief as he quite proudly 

displayed his spectacular head adornments. I placed most of this cape buffalo off the 
page to focus only on the eyes and clump of mud on his horn, exposing the arrogant 

character that only a big M’bogo could possess.” 

– John Banovich
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“The King of the Jungle had just taken down a large kudu bull. In a moment of respite to recover his stamina, he seems to relish his 
moment of victory with pride in the fact that his strength and skill enabled him to collect such an impressive specimen. Lions are 
amazingly adept killers. A big male lion can unleash enough strength and ferocity to take down a Cape buffalo single handedly.”  

– John Banovich
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 TROPHY HUNTER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 18" x 29": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $925 • Artist Proof: $1,110 • Frame (AB3) 27" x 38": $735

 RIVER HORSE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 11" x 12": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (BF) 19.5" x 20.5": $350

 APPROACHING MASAI: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 33" x 24": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,250 • Artist Proof: $1,500 • Frame (BF) 41" x 32": $925
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 END OF DAYS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 28" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (BF) 37" x 49": $1,015
Studio Edition - 39" x 56": 35 s/n plus 4 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200 • Frame (BF) 48" x 65": $1,550

“Elephants live nearly as long as humans and old bulls often spend their twilight years alone, 
usually close to water. Long tusks are the mark of a full and successful life…one filled with all 
the good and bad that Africa has to offer. I painted this old guy in front of a glorious sunset 

signifying a coming to a close…a life well lived.” – John Banovich
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 EARLY MOON: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 22" x 16": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $875 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (NC3) 30" x 24": $720

 AFTER THE RAINS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 15" x 22": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $475 • Artist Proof: $570 • Frame (NC5) 22.25" x 29.25": $825

 BLACK THUNDER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 29" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (AF7) 37" x 48": $1,200 
Studio Edition - 46" x 64": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000 • Frame (AF7) 54" x 72": $1,550 
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 MT. NYALA & BAMBOO: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 16" x 20": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $525 • Artist Proof: $630 • Frame (NC3) 22.25" x 26.25": $640

 RIVER DANCE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 8" x 10": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (BF) 13.5" x 15.5": $190
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We’ve been dreaming of adventure.......
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 HEART OF THE PRIDE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 15" x 28": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $450 • Artist Proof: $540
• Frame  (AF16) 22.25" x 35.25": $850

 PIRATES OF THE PLAINS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 16" x 22": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $475 • Artist Proof: $570
• Frame (BF) 28.5" x 34.5": $690

 GAME OF LIONS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 25" x 38": 20 s/n plus 2 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: SOLD OUT UNFRAMED (ONLY AVAILABLE FRAMED)
• Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
• Framed (AB6) 41" x 53.5": $3,335 LAST AVAILABLE
Studio Edition - 42" x 63": 20 s/n plus 2 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $4,200
• Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
• Frame (AB6) - 58" x 78.5": $2,200

“Although they live in cooperative groups it is the female that 
is the nucleus in lion society. As the predominant provider, 

they raise the cubs of their own as well as those of other pride 
members. The lioness is truly the Heart of the Pride.”  

– John Banovich
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.........of capturing the essence of the animlas on canvas
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 DARK WATER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 9" x 12": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330
• Frame (AF11) 16.5" x 19.5": $350

 TESTING THE NIGHT WIND: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 15": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330
• Frame (AF11) 17" x 21": $350

“It is under the veil of darkness that most of Africa’s wildlife comes alive. Night is the time for both predator and 
prey to carry out their delicate balance between life and death. Under the intoxicating lure of the full moon the 
elephants are driven to find water. Their trunks have a sense of smell that is up to four times as sensitive as the 
bloodhound and it is believed that they can smell water from several miles away. Ever cautious, as they finally 

approach the waters edge they patiently pause and together begin testing the night wind, searching for the scent of 
an unseen danger that may be silently waiting to strike.” – John Banovich
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 HIGH ROLLER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 16" x 12": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs  
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (BF Gold) 18" x 14": $350

 ALOE I: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 15" x 8": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs  
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (BF Gold) 18" x 11": $300

 ALOE II: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 15" x 8": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs  
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (BF Gold) 18" x 11": $300
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“The baobab tree has been called 
the tree of life. With its layered, 

translucent bark resembling 
human skin, it’s as if it truly is a 
living, breathing creature. In the 
rainy season, it swells as it takes 
up water, storing it in its fibrous, 
somewhat hollow inside to use in 
times of drought. Reaching up to 
nearly 100 feet in circumference, 
these behemoths dwarf anything 

else on the African landscape. 
Early one morning, I saw this 

magnificent baobab as the 
sun’s rays slowly descended her 
limbs. She radiated a brilliant 

orange light, looking just like an 
awakening queen.”  
– John Banovich

 UNDER THE BAOBAB: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 33" x 37": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $895 • Artist Proof: $1,074 • Frame (BF) 39.25" x 43.5": $625

 FIRST LIGHT: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 28" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,175 • Frame  (AB) 37" x 49": $650
Studio Edition - 47" x 68": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000 • Frame (AB) 56" x 77": $1,730
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74  John, Amy, Siana & Mara Banovich, SASAKWA LODGE, GRUMETI RESERVE, TANZANIA (“Confrontation”, oil on belgian linen, by John Banovich)

......of sharing the magic 
      of Africa with family.
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 TLOU LEDIMO: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 34" x 37": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: SOLD OUT • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
Studio Edition - 55" x 60": 35 s/n plus 4 Artist Proofs SOLD OUT

 CONFRONTATION: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 28" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (AF10) 36" x 48": $1,100 (not shown)
Studio Edition - 46" x 66": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000 • Frame (AF10) 56.5" x 76.5": $2,400 (not shown)
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 A MOTHER’S WISH – LONG MAY HE REIGN: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 26" x 44": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AF1 Black) 32.25" x 50.25": $925

 THE JOURNEY BACK TO CAMP: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 11" x 14": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (AF21) 16.5" x 19.5": $275

 CAUTIOUS BUT CURIOUS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 15" x 36": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (NC3) 21.25" x 41.25": $875
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 LEOPARD CALL: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 42" x 29": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,250 • Artist Proof: $1,500 • Frame (AF6) 47" x 34": $950

 REFLECTIONS OVER FORTY: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 10" x 16": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (AF9) 15" x 21": $270

"To see a large cape buffalo bull is always an awesome sight. But to see 
three “mbogos" each with over forty inch horns side by side is really quite 
impressive. This trio was found in Botswana’s Okavango Delta as a large 
heard foraged along the Kwai River. What appeared as a somber moment 
turned dramatic as something set them off and they thundered across the 

shallows of the rivers unbridled edge.” – John Banovich

 BUFFALO SOLDIERS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 26" x 39": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AF7) 34" x 47": $1200
Studio Edition - 42" x 63": 35 s/n plus 4 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200 • Frame (AF7) 50" x 71": $1,550
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 BEAUTIES AND THE BEASTS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 25" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (AB8NC) 37.5" x 52.5": $1,200
Studio Edition - 44" x 68": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000 • Frame (AB8NC): 56.5" x 80.5": $2,400

 KUDU IN THE LOWVELD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas 
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 14": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (NC3) 17.25" x 20.25": $490

 JEWEL OF THE CRATER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 14": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270  
• Frame (NC3) 17.25" x 20.25": $490

 SABLE AT SUNSET: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 11" x 14": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270  
• Frame (NC3) 17.25" x 20.25": $490
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 JOINING THE PRIDE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 17" x 34": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,250 • Artist Proof: $1,500 • Frame (BF) 25" x 42": $690

“After a gestation period of about three months, a lioness will go off on her own and seek an isolated, sheltered place to give 
birth to between two and four cubs. Born with their eyes closed, these four-pound bundles of fur grow quickly and by six 
weeks, they are busy exploring their shelter. They begin to eat meat at this age, and soon their mother introduces them to 
her pride. Joining a group that may include several litters of cubs of similar age is a time of social bonding that will be the 

collective lifeline for years to come for the world's only social cat.” – John Banovich



Amy, Siana & Mara Banovich, LEGENDARY SERENGETI CAMP, SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK  83
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We’ve been dreaming of immersing ourselves in peace and tranquility in far f lung 
destinations, off the beaten path, in a home away from home. .
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 BIG FOOT-AFRICAN JACANA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 8" x 10": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (AF5) 21" x 18": $395

 JUST PASSING BY: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 15" x 20": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $525 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (AF20) 21" x 26": $520

 FOREST FRIENDS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 8": 72 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Zawadi Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (BF) 16" x 13": $200 



“There is a secret gem 
hiding in the hills 

in East Africa called 
Lake Nakuru. Home 

to some of the best bird 
watching in Africa, 
you will also find 

zebra, rhino and Cape 
buffalo appreciating 

the constant feathered 
activities along  

its shore.” 
– John Banovich

A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org86  LIMITED EDITIONS
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 NAKURU PINK PARADE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 13" x 17": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $325 • Artist Proof: $390 • Frame (AF11) 19" x 23" - $320

 KUDU FEVER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 21" x 33": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $875 • Artist Proof: $1,050 • Frame (AF6) 27" x 39": $720

 LEATHER PILLOW: Bachelor Herd: $350 



88  Kwitonda, 2019, oil on belgian linen, 66.25" x 120" (168.28h x 304.80w cm). Private Commission for Singita Kwitonda Lodge
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 FLEEING RWANDA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 24" x 36": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $725 • Artist Proof: $870 • Frame (BF) 32.5" x 44.5": $675

 MEMORY OF A LOST LOVE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 14" x 11": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 • Frame (AF22) 21" x 18.25": $300
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update my file

 BLACK GOLD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 21" x 35": 200 s/n plus 2 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $875 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
• Frame (AF5) 26.5" x 40.5": $450

 CLEAN WATER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 17": 72 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330
• Frame (BF) 18.5" x 24.5": $350

 SOMEWHERE NEAR EDEN: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition- 21" x 31": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $725 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
• Frame (BF) 30" x 40": $765
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 SWIMMING WITH ELEPHANTS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 33" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AB8NCR) 41" x 48": $1,400

 TAKING FLIGHT: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 32" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AB3) 42" x 48": $1,250
Studio Edition - 52" x 66": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200 • Frame (AB3) 60" x 74": $1,975
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 THE OFFENSIVE LINE:  
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 18" x 54": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT 
• Frame (AF7) 26" x 62": $1,200
Studio Edition - 30" x 90": 35 s/n plus 4 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
• Frame (AF7) 38" x 98": $1,800

 LEATHER PILLOWS:  
The Offensive Line and The Defensive Line: $350 

“The idea for the paintings, ‘The Defensive 
Line’ SOLD OUT and ‘The Offensive Line,’ 
originated in the titles, and having played 

football, I remember the feeling of lining up 
against a lineman that outweighed me by 

75 pounds. African buffalo seemed to be the 
best candidate for that role, given their bad 

attitude and helmet-shaped horns. On safari 
in 1994, I came across a pride of lions and 
a herd of buffalo engaged in such a test of 

wills. Positioned 30 yards apart, they began 
to size each other up for what would be the 

world’s greatest confrontation.”  
– John Banovich
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CHANGE OUT 
FRAME

 PALINDABA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 26" x 45": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (AF25) 33.25" x 52.5": $1,050

 TUSK: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 36" x 36": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AB1) 44" x 44": $1,250
Studio Edition - 56" x 56": 35 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (AB1) 64" x 64": $2,700



SERENGETI HOUSE, GRUMETI GAME RESERVE, TANZANIA  97
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“There is no greater bond in the big cat world than between pride males. Male lions often start out their lives as litter mates, and these two 
brothers will grow up together and leave the family pride together. If they successfully conquer all of the threats facing a lion in the wild, they will 

finally arrive at the day when they rule over a territory and have a pride of their own. Like all brothers, they will fight over the small stuff, but 
reconcile their differences fairly quickly. One day, as new heirs defending their own pride, they will face an enormous amount of challenges, but 

because of their deep connection, they will go to war for each other, defining what the word ‘partners’ truly means.” – John Banovich
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 PARTNERS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 25" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,500 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (BF) 33" x 48": $935

 GIANTS OF KILIMANJARO: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 22" x 22": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $625 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (BF) 28.5" x 28.5": $450 

 CLASH OF THE TITANS: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 48" x 32": 50 s/n plus 10 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $1,250 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (BF) 59" x 43": $935
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 BACHELOR HERD: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 22" x 34": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1,200 • Artist Proof: $1,440 • Frame (AF2) 27" x 39": $875

 INDIAN ROLLER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 16" x 11": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (BF) 18" x 13": $400

 MOSI OA TUNYA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 36" x 28": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1500 • Artist Proof: $1800 • Frame (BF) 44" x 33": $575

“‘Mosi oa Tunya’ is a work I completed from my 
recent study of the mighty Victoria Falls - ‘The Smoke 
that Thunders’ where I was given permission from the 
Chief Warden to walk the edge of the entire falls (5781 

feet) on the Zimbabwe side. This intimate view was 
my favorite one and it gave me a whole new level of 

understanding of the magnificence of this Wonder of 
the Natural World.” – John Banovich
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 BAHATI YA KAWINDA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 27" x 42": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (BF) 35" x 50": $950
Studio Edition - 44" x 68": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000 LOW INVENTORY • Frame (BF) 52" x 76": $1,400

“‘Bahati Ya Kawinda’ is Swahili for ‘ lucky hunting.’ This piece features a family of lions on a fresh warthog 
kill. Even though this is small prey for two adults and three cubs, it probably was an important hunting lesson 

for the cubs that before long will be capable of capturing prey on their own. And as with most kills in East 
Africa, it does not take long for scavengers to show up hoping to steal a tidbit for themselves.”  

– John Banovich
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 GREAT WHITE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 37" x 31": 120 s/n plus 10 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $950 • Artist Proof: SOLD OUT • Frame (AF14) 44" x 38": $830
Studio Edition - 54" x 45": 50 s/n plus 10 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $4,595 • Artist Proof: $5,514• Frame (AF14) 62.5" x 53.5": $1,670

 BIG IVORY: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
LOW INVENTORY Gallery Edition - 33" x 40": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs • Regular Edition: $975 • Frame (AF7) 41" x 48": $1,200
Studio Edition - 47" x 57": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs SOLD OUT

 LIONHEART: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 40" x 29": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (AB3) 48.5" x 37.5": $1,135
Studio Edition - 62" x 45": 75 s/n plus 8 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $2,500 • Artist Proof: $3,000 LOW INVENTORY • Frame (AW63) 70" x 53": $1,565

 CAPE THUNDER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 30" x 43": 120 s/n plus 10 Artist Proofs • Limited Edition: $950• Artist Proof: SOLD OUT• Frame (AF7) 37.5" x 50.5": $1,150



A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org106  LIMITED EDITIONS

Limited Editions – Asia

 KHUNTA MI: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 22" x 34": 175 s/n plus 17 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $695 • Artist Proof: $834 • Frame (AF21) 27.25" x 37.5": $660

 PANDA SHANGRI-LA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 30" x 20": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170 • Frame (AF3) 36" x 36": $1,115

 CAT & MOUSE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 27" x 40": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $1500 • Artist Proof: $1800 • Frame (BF) 36" x 49": $1,150
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 AN ELEPHANT UNDER HER BED:  
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 20" x 30": 50 s/n plus 5 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $975 • Artist Proof: $1,170
• Frame (AF3) 26" x 36": $1,115

 COMFORT IN THE TREES:  
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 12" x 16": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270
• Frame (AF9) 17" x 21": $270

 FACE TO FACE: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 9" x 12": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270 
• Frame (AF8) 16" x 19": $315

 SIBERIAN TIGER: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 11" x 14": 350 s/n plus 35 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $225 • Artist Proof: $270
• Frame (BF) 16" x 19": $235

“Every child goes through a life stage when they are 
irrationally afraid of monsters. Even animals may 
have this experience. The title ‘An Elephant Under 
Her Bed’ tells the story about why this tiger cub is 

afraid of an unidentified noise while her mother has 
remained calm. The cub is following its’ instincts 
to be fearful of something it cannot identify and 

the mother knows, it is only an elephant, something 
she has seen many times before. The painting also 
opens the door to an important and much larger 
conversation, as the elephant represents the real 

monster under her bed…large-scale habit loss and 
human-tiger conf lict with a significant increase  

in poaching.” – John Banovich
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 РЫБАК НА ТУНЬШЕ (FISHERMAN ON THE RIVER TOONSHA): 
Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 28" x 42": 75 s/n plus 7 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edtion: $1,500 • Artist Proof: $1,800 • Frame (AF14) 35" x 49": $860
Studio Edition- 40" x 60": 35 s/n plus 4 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $3,500 • Artist Proof: $4,200
• Frame (AW) 55.5" x 75.5": $2,000 (not shown)

 SUMATRAN: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Zawadi Edition - 11" x 15": 175 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $275 • Artist Proof: $330 • Frame (BF) 17" x 21": $330

 JEWEL OF INDIA: Limited Edition Giclée Canvas
Gallery Edition - 38" x 27": 150 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $895 • Artist Proof: $1,074 LOW INVENTORY
• Frame (AB7) 44" x 33.5": $1,140



112  WILD CHILD

WILD CHILD Collection
I have always been fascinated by the power of a hand drawn line. A well-placed line creates lost and found areas, defining 
contour, shapes and boundaries, leading the eye to interpret in three dimensions. Mimicking musical notes on a page, lines 
evoke a reaction in our heart, mind and soul and can narrate a story with precision.

I started drawing at approximately age three with wax crayons and today I reconnect with my inner child using conte’ 
crayons, invented in 1795 by the French Painter Nicolas-Jacques Conte’ (1755–1805). The conte’ crayon’s ability to maintain 
integrity while creating soft and hard edges quickly became a medium that artists, young and old love to sketch with.

Born of my deep love for my own children and the desire to create something simple and beautiful for their rooms, with a 
nod to my inner child, I am so pleased to introduce and share my new sketch series called WILD CHILD.

Banovich – 2018

“Buying artwork for your children is a lovely way of starting 
them off with their own little ‘collection’.”

Africa WILD CHILD Collection
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THESE LIMITED EDITION GICLÉES are printed on your choice of archival, deckled edge paper or a gallery 
wrapped canvas, each perfectly capturing the finer details of John Banovich original sketches.

We invite YOU to be the artist and designer by creating a collection for the animal lover in you, your family or 
friends. With a full KINGDOM of incredible baby animals that capture hearts in Africa and beyond and a wide 
range of background and ink colors to mix and match we consider this our most interactive way yet to let YOUR 
inner WILD CHILD get creative and share your love of animals. Surrounded by the imagination and wonder that 
animals evoke we know that your child or grandchild will begin their own journey of discovery.

Discover the simple elegance of line drawing with the Banovich limited edition 
WILD CHILD sketch collection.

WILD CHILD

Paper Zawadi Edition - 12" x 12":  
150 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $195 
• Artist Proof: $235
• Frame AF (Paper) - 17" x 17": $170

Canvas Zawadi Edition - 12" x 12":  
150 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs 
• Limited Edition: $225
• Artist Proof: $330
• Frame BR (Canvas) - 14" x 14": $220

Paper Gallery Edition - 20" x 20":  
150 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $235
• Artist Proof: $275
• Frame AF (Paper) - 25" x 25": $270

Canvas Gallery Edition - 20" x 20":  
150 s/n plus 15 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition: $385
• Artist Proof: $475
• Frame BR (Canvas) - 22" x 22": $300

“When you give a child art throughout their childhood, you are not only teaching them an 
appreciation of art but they will also have something truly timeless to treasure for their lifetime.”

WILD CHILD  
AVAILABLE  

COLORS

www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160

North America WILD CHILD Collection

Siana and Mara Banovich with their  
“Endangered Species” WILD CHILD Collection



Sketches

TATONKA
Gallery Edition - 19" x 14":  
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Archival Paper: $175
• Artist Proof: SOLD OUT
• Frame - 27.5" x 23": $220

BORN TO MOVE
Gallery Edition - 18" x 31":  
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Archival Paper: $325
• Artist Proof: $390
• Frame - 24.75" x 37.75": $335

ELAND & CALF SKETCH
Gallery Edition - 18" x 24":  
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Archival Paper: $275
• Artist Proof: $330
• Frame - 24" x 30": $335

A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org114  SKETCHES

“There is something pure, truthful and immediate 

in the simple lines of a sketch.  I have been 

sketching in the field for many years, and nothing 

trains one’s eye to truly see and understand a 

subject better than drawing from life.  

I use my sketches and studies for future works.  

Some may manifest into finished paintings and 

others remain in their original status, suspended 

in time, as an illustration. A rare few are brought 

to the light to be shared and enjoyed in  

their simple splendor.”  

 – John Banovich

 NEW | MFALME LION 
Limited Edition Paper Giclée
Gallery Edition 14" x 11":   
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition:  $275
• Artist Proof:  $330
• Frame (NC6) 23.5" x 20.5": $335

 NEW | CAPE BUFFALO SKETCH 
Limited Edition Paper Giclée
Gallery Edition 11" x 14":   
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Limited Edition:  $275
• Artist Proof:  $330
• Frame (NC6) 20.5" x 23.5": $335



GHOST OF THE HIMALAYAS
Gallery Edition - 14" x 19":  
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Archival Paper: $175
• Artist Proof: $210
• Frame - 21.5" x 27": $220

GIANT ELAND SKETCH
Gallery Edition - 18" x 24":  
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Archival Paper: $275
• Artist Proof: $330
• Frame - 24" x 30": $335

BIG TUSKER SKETCH
Gallery Edition - 18" x 24":  
25 s/n plus 3 Artist Proofs
• Archival Paper: $275
• Artist Proof: $330
• Frame - 24" x 30": $335

www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160

In the Field: Africa 

Each set includes all twelve images  
on blank folded notecards boxed  
with envelopes.  
5 x 7 inches. $40.00 set

SKETCHES  115



PRODUCED FROM THE FINEST-
QUALITY European leather, 
these pillows are buttery soft, 
silky smooth to the touch and are 
handmade with great attention to 
detail, including mitered corners 
and double needle saddle 
stitching. Made in the USA. 

Select pillows include beads 
hand made in Uganda through 
the Bead for Life organization.  
www.beadforlife.org  

$350.00 each

Wide Rectangular: 12" x 22"  
Rectangular: Approx. 16" x 19" 
Square: 17" x 17"  

Designer Leather Pillows

116  WILD ACCENTS A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org
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BIG FIVE - LEOPARD

BIG FIVE - RHINO

BIG FIVE - LION

 BIG FIVE - CAPE BUFFALO

BIG FIVE - ELEPHANT



 KING

BIG IVORY

BLACK RHINO

BAHATI YA KAWINDA

118  WILD ACCENTS A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org

NEW | FRESH WATER

NEW | INSIDE THE RED ZONE

THE LONG DRINK
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We’ve been dreaming
    of escaping. . .



A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org120  WILD ACCENTS

DEBT COLLECTOR

CAT & MOUSE

ALPHA ONCE UPON A TIME

ZEBRA WITH OXPECKERSLILAC BREASTED ROLLER
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GAME OF LIONS AN ELEPHANT UNDER HER BEDSILENT THUNDER

UNITED WE STAND

MASTER OF THE HERD

BROTHERS IN ARMS



A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org122  WILD ACCENTS

SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER US

QUAIL HUNTER

IN THE SOYBEANS

WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM

HER FIRST DAUGHTER

SABLE



HAND PRINTED John Banovich images on Italian  
tumbled- marble tiles. Each tile is quarried, cut and tumbled 
in Europe. Marble is sourced from the highest quality marble 
quarries of Italy and Turkey to create an old- world aesthetic. 

• Limited to an offering of 500.
• Set of four or five 4" x 4" coasters.
• Made in the USA.
• Packaged in a pine box with an iron stand.

Sets of Four Coasters $90.00     
The Big Five Collection $115.00

Italian Marble Coasters

YELLOWSTONE COLLECTION

Yellowstone Collection  
Limited Edition Coaster Set $115

WILD ACCENTS  123www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160
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LION COLLECTION

NORTH AMERICAN PREDATORS

WOLVES COLLECTION

SAFARI COLLECTION

ELK COLLECTION

AFRICAN UNGULATES II

ENDANGERED SPECIES TIGER COLLECTION

NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS

A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org124  WILD ACCENTS



BIG CATS

AFRICAN ELEPHANTS

DAGGA BOYS

KUDU COLLECTION ZEBRA COLLECTION

BIG FIVE COLLECTION

NORTH AMERICAN BIG GAME
BIG FIVE  

COLLECTION
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Wine Stoppers

BIG FIVE  
AFRICAN  
COLLECTION

A portion of all proceeds supports wildlife conservation through the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation. www.wildscapesfoundation.org126  WILD ACCENTS

ELK COLLECTION

LION COLLECTION

AFRICAN UNGULATES COLLECTION

AFRICAN ELEPHANTS COLLECTION
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YELLOWSTONE  
COLLECTION

 SAFARI COLLECTION

WILD ACCENTS  127

HAND PRINTED John 
Banovich images on 
Italian tumbled marble 
wine stoppers. Each wine 
stopper is quarried, cut and 
tumbled in Europe from the 
highest quality marble. 

• Made in USA  • Individually packaged
Full Set of Lion, Elephants, African Ungulates, or Elk Wine Stoppers $155
Full Set of Big Five African Collection or Yellowstone Collection Wine Stoppers $175 
 



EXPERIENCE THE UNTAMED BEAUTY 
OF NATURAL SALVAGED  

ANKOLE HORN

We are pleased to continue featuring the 
majestic, collaborative designs of Ankole.  
The lifestyle brand “Ankole Living” was 
created by social entrepreneurs, Bobby 
and Downie Mickler, and has a unique, 
elegant way of repurposing salvaged 
horns and leather from East Africa’s “Cattle 
of Kings” while focusing on job creation 
where unemployment is an issue.  Every 
person who crafts Ankole’s quality home 
decor accents and gifts has his or her own 
personal story about the artistic care and 
concern for each item they create. 

The beauty of Ankole is its warm raw 
nature, and the reminder that there 
is a reciprocal effect we share in the 
conservation of all creation.

“Dignity is restored as a person’s work  
is appreciated.” – BOBBY & DOWNIE MICKLER

128  ANKOLE

 MILELE SAFARI TRUNK  
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IMANI VASES • $84–$110

ZURI TRAY • Square: $64

SINIA TRAY • Rectangle: $50

MALIA ORGANIC BOWL • $172

NAFASI NAPKIN RING  
Set of Four: $82

OKOA CUPS • $48 each

ASHA BOWL • $43–$52

HISANI LAMP • $1,700– $1,840

All natural products are heat sensitive, 
must be hand washed and dried.

KABAKA HORNS  
$990–$2,250

www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160

MILELE SAFARI TRUNK 
22" x 16" x 16": $1500
26" x 18" x 18":  $1800
48" x 16" x 20": $2300



The bronzes of Mick Doellinger give life to the animal kingdom, 
providing audiences an intimate glimpse of animal behavior. 
Doellinger’s work is well known for sense of emotion, and for 
the balance between technical anatomy and loose texture. He 
integrates working knowledge of anatomy and sculpting with 
a deep understanding of animal behavior and psychology, 
gleaned from years of guiding and wildlife management in the 
Australian outback. Having honed his sculpting technique over 
the past thirty-five years, Doellinger has developed a unique 
style that is not only an expression of his voice, but a reflection 
of his artistic process. 

Sculpture pricing subject to change. 
Bronzes are listed Height x Length x Width.

BRUTE FORCE • 23.5" x 49" x 16" • ed. of 15 • $26,000

INCOMING • 30.5" x 17.5" x 13.5" • ed. of 25 • $8,700

130  MICK DOELLINGER

DOELLINGER  
SCULPTURES

Mick Doellinger

AMERICAN ICON
50" x 29" x 23" • ed. of 12  

$35,000



ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING • 27" x 50" x 16.5" • ed. of 9 • $ 33,000

OUT OF NOWHERE  • 19.5" x 28" x 9" • ed. of 25 • $5,300

SKIMMING THE SAGE • 15" x 21" x 8" 
ed. of 25 • $3,800

GAINING GROUND  • 11" x 28" x 5.5" • ed. of 28 • $5,200

RECLINING NUDE • 4.5" x 15" x 4" • ed. of 30 • $1,800

MICK DOELLINGER  131www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160

LOUD MOUTH • 12.5" x 13.5" x 7"  
ed. of 30 • $3,300

DISTANT BUGLE • 27" x 22" x 13" • ed. of 22 • $5,700



132  RICCARDO TOSI

Born in Milan Italy, Riccardo Tosi had the opportunity to experience Africa from a very early 
age. Childhood was spent following his father, conservationist Professor Guido Tosi, as he 
traveled throughout Africa admiring the wonders of it’s wildlife. Africa remained in his blood 
and mind even as he traveled and worked throughout Asia. Eventually destiny brought 
him back to Africa, which he now calls his home. After working in the hunting and security 
industry, Tosi found his passion for wildlife photography. He now runs the anti poaching and 
conservation operations of a private concession in Tanzania and is constantly working to 
preserve and protect African wildlife through his art. 

“Africa is a land of contrasts, a land of lights 
and shadows similar to the contrast found in 

photography." - Riccardo Tosi

RICCARDO TOSI  
PHOTOGRAPHY

Riccardo Tosi

LIMITED EDITION PHOTOGRAPH  
ON BARYTA PAPER OR GICLÉE CANVAS
• 15 numbered canvases signed in the plate
• Unframed Canvas: $1,500
• Frame, Black Contemporary: $750

TRADITIONS
Giclée Canvas - 40" x 30": $1,500  

Frame - 48" x 38": $450
QUEEN

Baryta Paper - 40" x 30": $1,500 • Frame - 50.5" x 38.5": $750

EYES
Baryta Paper - 30" x 40": $1,500  

Frame - 38.5" x 50.5": $750
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SIMBA
Baryta Paper - 40" x 30": $1,500 • Frame - 50.5" x 38.5": $750

TUSKS
Giclée Canvas - 35" x 35": $1,500 • Frame - 48" x 38": $750

BLACK
Baryta Paper - 30" x 40": $1,500 • Frame - 38.5" x 50.5": $750

CHUI
Baryta Paper - 40" x 30": $1,500 • Frame - 50.5" x 38.5": $750

MBOGO
Baryta Paper - 30" x 40": $1,500 • Frame - 38.5" x 50.5": $750

WALKING WITH GIANTS
Baryta Paper - 30" x 40": $1,500 • Frame - 38.5" x 50.5": $750



Wild 
Interiors

CELEBRATING THE  
ANIMAL KINGDOM IN THE 

WORLD’S MOST DRAMATIC  
INTERIORS

Banovich Wild Interiors works with you to 
commission custom art by the best artists 
working today to create an environment 
of distinction, refinement and originality. 
We work “beyond the edge of the frame,” 
integrating architectural and spatial 
elements of a room with custom original 
art. Through special projects, installations, 
commissions and art consultation, Banovich 
Wild Interiors can help you bring the drama 
of the animal kingdom indoors.

1.888.486.3160 
banovich@johnbanovich.com
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“I started the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation as a way 
to give something back to the world that has given so 
much to me. The name WILDSCAPES refers to large 
abundant landscapes…wild, balanced and intact ecosys-
tems. There is nothing more important to future genera-
tions than wildlife and wild lands. Special places that lift 
our minds, replenish our spirits and renew our passion for 
living.” 
– John Banovich

JOIN US IN CONSERVATION
Support the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation: 

888.486.3160 • info@wildscapesfoundation.org
www.wildscapesfoundation.org

136  BANOVICH WILDSCAPES FOUNDATION

making a difference for wildlife
COMMUNITY: Creating a viable source of income for rural communities and  
offering additional choices to their agriculture, livestock or worse, bush meat poaching. We continue to donate shoes, art supplies, 
books and medical supplies and equipment to assist in the enrichment of the programs and to bring clean water in countries like 
Rwanda and Kenya. This past year we contributed to build bomas in an effort to mitigate the human/wildlife conflict that continues 
to rage in Kenya and Tanzania.

BIG CATS: Critical to the survival of big cats, is the gathering of important scientific information and data to understand the 
influencing trends on their populations. The purchase of GPS collars and other research has led to a better understanding of the 
East African cheetah population as well as lion populations in the Manyara region of Tanzania including the Ngorongoro Crater, 
Lake Manyara and Tarangire National Parks as well as the human and livestock dominated landscape of the Laikipia ecosystem. 
We continue to seek ways to Incentivize local communities to co-exist with predators and other wildlife.

RHINOS: Baby rhinos that are orphaned in the wild rarely survive. Our goal is to rescue, heal and to provide a totally secure 
environment where they can grow, roam free, and breed to ensure that there will always be rhinos in Africa.

PRIMATES: For years we have focused on hands-on medical care for the critical species of sick and injured mountain gorillas 
residing in the National Parks of Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. This past year we underscored our 
mission of supporting the communities with the restoration of the maternity clinic in the Congo.

NORTH AMERICA: BWF has long supported ecological research on grizzly bears in Yellowstone Park, genetic research on grizzly 
bears in Alaska, conventional and satellite radio-telemetry of wildlife, and the use of remote sensing to map vegetation and wildlife 
habitat. This research has 
led to guiding conservation 
policy and management, 
developing wildlife habitat 
suitability and connectivity 
models, and completing 
large-scale conservation 
area designs for regions in 
the United States, Canada, 
and Tibet.

FOUNDED IN 2007 BY JOHN BANOVICH, Banovich Wildscapes 
Foundation is the culmination of tireless conservation efforts over the past 
two decades. Through his career as an artist, Banovich has inspired a 
deeper understanding of the world and its wildlife, encouraging successful 
conservation efforts and awareness of endangered species and their 
habitats. Traveling across the world seeking inspiration for his work, John 
has utilized these opportunities to research wildlife and to learn about 
associated conservation challenges at the local, regional, and national levels 
in the United States, throughout Africa, including Rwanda, Namibia, Tanzania, 
Ethiopia, Kenya, as well as India, Indonesia and Russia.

You give back…when you collect Banovich artwork. 
Ensure sustainable wildlife and wild lands for future generations. 

“I started the Banovich Wildscapes Foundation as 
a way to give something back to the world that has 

given so much to me. The name WILDSCAPES refers 
to large abundant landscapes…wild, balanced and 
intact ecosystems. There is nothing more important 
to future generations than wildlife and wild lands. 

Special places that lift our minds, replenish our spirits 
and renew our passion for living.” 

– John Banovich
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Banovich Wildscapes Foundation presented the first Award for Conservation 
Excellence (ACE) with its presenting partner and host the Southeastern Wildlife 
Exposition (SEWE). The Award, sponsored by Cabela’s Outdoor Fund, Cabela 
Family Foundation and Bass Pro Shops was created to recognize the exceptional 
contributions made by some of the world’s leading conservationists  The mission of 
ACE is to honor and appreciate a legacy of conservation through recognition of men 
and women who share their passion to conserve the great outdoors, and have made 
extraordinary contributions to the sustainability of nature and wildlife. 

WILDSCAPES FOUNDATION 2019  
WHEELCHAIR DISTRIBUTION IN 

PARTNERSHIP  
WITH BEHRING GLOBAL EDUCATIONAL 

FOUNDATION  
& WHEELCHAIR FOUNDATION

The Banovich Wildscapes Foundation 
partnered with the Behring Global Educational 
Foundation & the Wheelchair Foundation to 
donate ‘hope, mobility, freedom, dignity and 
independence’ in the form of 240 wheelchairs 
to patients at HVP Gatagara, an orthopedic 
and rehabilitation hospital. We also distributed 
230 wheelchairs to those in need in Tanzania, 

www.johnbanovich.com | 1.888.486.3160

MOUNTAIN GORILLA VETERINARY PROJECT “Banovich Wildscapes Foundation 
helped Gorilla Doctors deliver life-saving care for endangered mountain gorillas by 
meeting a critical need for our veterinarians in Uganda: a new truck, which enables 
our team to safely traverse the often rugged roads we travel daily to access Bwindi 

Impenetrable and Mgahinga Gorilla National Parks in southwestern Uganda. Thank you 
Banovich Wildscapes Foundation for your incredibly generous support!” 

 KIRSTEN  GILARDI, DVM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CHIEF VETERINARY OFFICER

GRUMETI FUND: HELPING TO 
PRESERVE THE SERENGETI 
ECOSYSTEM FOR FUTURE 

GENERATIONS:  
 

“On behalf of the Grumeti Fund and 
the Anti-Poaching Unit, I would like to 

thank you for your generous donation to 
contribute to the purchase and upgrade 

of a Specialized Suzuki Jeep that will 
be used by our elite Special Operations 

Group to carry out Reconnaissance 
and Rapid Reaction Tasks in the Rhino 

Intensive Protection Zone.”  

WESLEY GOLD, ANTI-POACHING 
MANAGER, SINGITA GRUMETI FUND



TO ORDER:
2 Pine Creek Road 
Livingston, MT 59047
banovich@johnbanovich.com
1.888.486.3160
www.johnbanovich.com
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